[Elementary quantitative study on factors of phytoplankton bloom].
This study investigated the effect quantitatively on phytoplankton population by various factors such as sinking velocity, diffusivity, growth, mortality and water depth, through both numerically and theoretical methods, then proposed an initial judgment criterion for estimating phytoplankton population development. To the conventional simplification about even growth rate and vertical turbulent diffusivity, which is not consistent with the fact, this study investigated the influence by the asymmetric growth rate, as a result of light attenuation and nutrient limit, and uneven vertical turbulent diffusivity. It was shown that the 'shade effect' by light attenuation and nutrient flux limit both led. phytoplankton population from blooming or collapsing to quasi-steady condition. The uneven vertical turbulent diffusivity influenced the phytoplankton population by l/H which is upper euphotic layer depth by water depth. The influence is not apparent only if the water depth is large enough while l/H is small. Hence even vertical turbulent diffusivity can be utilized approximately in very shallow lakes.